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intie in Monmouth

ASOCE activity passes
cause of controversy
by NANCY BARTOSZ

Aon~,

It happened back in fall term,
but the measure that the Senate
passed to grant free activity
passes to all members of the
Senate and the Executive,
Financial, Social and Ad
ministrative Boards is now
becoming a "hot item."
At the time, interest in ASOCE
and student government was at a
new low. Senate Chairperson
ve Lamb proposed that free
passes be given to ASOCE
members as a type of com
pensation for their work, as an
incentive for new members and
as a responsibility of ASOCE
members to represent their
fellow students in deciding on
types of social functions.
After being brought up several
times, in many different forms
the measure was finally passed.'
Activity cards were issued to all
active members of ASOCE.
These cards must be presented
before an event to Alice Yoder in
the College Center Office. She
then checks her current list of
active members and fills out a
complimentary pass. If, in the
case of limited seating, an

ASOCE member with
must allow all the paying
customers to go before him / her
of.the ASOCE members,'
though active, do not use their
1 PIefer t0 Pa> their
waSve%
way. Since the measure was
passed in November, approxb
m a t e l y s e v e n t y - f i v e co mo
mentary passes have been
issued, stated Mrs. Yoder.
Current reactions to the

"Sir- e*pressed by the
students,
have
not
been
favorable. Many feel that it's an
unfair privilege, a luxury that the
Senate gave to ASOCE. If this
student reaction is directed
towards the Senate, perhaps they
will cancel or change the
measure. Changes have been
suggested by some students.
ihese alternatives include: 1 )
giving passes to just the
Executive or Social Board- 2)
giving one pass to each of'the
boards and one to the Senate or 3)
putting the measure to a general
vote of the student body. Steve
Lamb stated that the measure is
not a law and'that he feels it will
be necessary to keep and/or
revise the measure and have the
Senate vote on it every year.

Trainer to talk on sex

Canada's Anne Murray found her way to Monmouth last Tuesday
evening as she sang before a near full house in the NPE building.
For related story see page 8. (photos by Chris Byers)

Register to vote? You can
until April 27 in the
College Center. . .page 3

Interested in sex? Read on.
Dr. Joseph B. Trainer, a known
lecturer and instructor on human
sexuality, will return to OCE this
year with another series of
lectures on sex and marriage
counseling. His first lecture of a
six part series will begin on
Tuesday, April 23 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Oregon Room of the College
Center, and will be titled "Why
Homo Sapiens Are The World's
Sex Champs."
Last year Trainer delivered a
very successful series of lectures
on the OCE campus, and has been
invited to return through the
sponsorship of the Health Center,
ASOCE,
United
Campus
Christian Fellowship and IDC.
Five additional programs will
follow the April 23 lecture. May 1
the topic will be "Why Men and
Women Can't Figure Each Other
Out," while on May 7 Dr. Trainer
will speak on contraception and
abortion.
The May 15 lecture will be
"Fringe Benefits of Together
ness; Some Communicable Di
seases." May 23 a six-member
panel with Dr. Trainer as moder
ator will discuss "Marriage and
Its Alternatives: Essential Hu
man Needs Common to All."
On May 30 the final program
will deal with "Trying to
Manufacture a
Reasonable
Marriage with a Little Medical
Help." All the programs are open

to students and the interested
public without charge.
Dr. Trailer was educated at the
University of Washington and the
University of Oregon Medical
School. He has served as
professor of medicine, student
health service physician, referral
practice in internal medicine and
fertility problems, and as a sex
and marriage counselor.
He is on the editorial board of
the Journal of Marriage and
Family Counseling and authors a
syndicated column on marital
lows and highs, "The Marriage
Doctor."
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responsibility to let them know'

Movie censors
symposium topic
The proprietor of an adult
movie house, a well - known
Oregon film critic, a Portland
film scholar and a professor who
lectures on the forms and
meaning of films will discuss the
censorship of movies at Oregon
College of Education Tuesday.
The panelists will include Saul
Maizeles, proprietor of the
Aladdin Theatre, Portland; Ted
Mahar, film critic of the
Oregonian;
Robert
Sitton,
director of the Northwest Film
Study Center of the Portland Art
Museum; and George Slawson,
assistant professor of humanities
at OCE.
The program is one segment of
a five-part symposium on
censorship and
the " First
Amendment. The symposium is
sponsored by a grant from the
S&H Foundation, Inc.
Robert F. Martin, OCE
assistant
professor
of
humanities,
will
be
the
moderator. The discussion - will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in the College
Center coffee shop. Admission to
the public is free of charge.

Indian feed set

An Indian "feed" of traditional
dishes: stew, venison baked
salmon and fried bread and an
evening of taditional Indian
dances and visiting will conclude
Indian Culture Week, April 15-20,
at OCE.
The food will be served from
noon to 4 p.m. The "pow-wow"
featuring traditional Indian
Tonight ASOCE will hold its dances and the opportunity to
final hearing regarding the visit with the performers will be
proposed $4 per term increase in from 5 to 11 p.m.
incidental fees. The hearing is set
The events will be in the OCE
for 7:00 p.m. near the fireplace in College Center, and will be open
the Oregon Room of the College to the public at no charge.
Center.
Donations to defray travel costs
The hearings are designed to of the performers will be
give the students the facts about welcome.
the increase and to receive some
There will also be two "fashion
student feedback. The effects and shows" of traditional Indian
possible alternatives to the in dress during the afternoon.
crease will also be discussed.
Events of the Indian Culture
Student Government members Week have included displays of
urge anyone who can, to attend
Indian artifacts, demonstrations
the hearings as they are set up for of Indian artists and talks and
the students benefit. They discussion of Indian problems
provide an opportunity for the and accomplishments, par
student's voice to be heard.
ticularly as related to education.

Hearing still on

lamron 2 takes
a look at Monmouth's
Photo Factory. . .page 6
Warm weather hits OCE
giving spring sports a
much needed boost. . .page 11

Bureaucratic inefficiency: A growing concern
Reprinted with permission
Once Upon A Time
There Lived A King
Once upon a time there lived a
king named Midas. One day,
after finding favour with the
mighty god Baccus, Midas was
offered any gift he desired.
Unhesitatingly, Midas asked that
everything he should touch would
be turned to gold. This wish was
granted.
Midas delighted in his golden
touch, transforming everything
within his reach. Then he became
hungry and ordered a sumptuous
meal. He reached for a piece of
fruit and, to his astonishment, it
too turned to gold.
The king then realized that in
his rashness he had grasped for
something that apparently
brought immediate good, but
which, if continued, would hasten
his death.
Seeing the drastic results that
awaited him, Midas pleaded with
Bacchus to take back the 'gift.' In
his great mercy the god Baccus
freed Midas from the blight of the
Golden Touch.
Bacchus and Midas have faded
into the mists of the past, but still
the people yearn for the Golden
Touch from the 20th Century
gods...

The people have asked the 20th
Century gods to protect all
persons from their own folly.
The "Of Rats and Men" Method
Take twenty rats and feed them
saccharin as 5 per cent of their
diet. (This is the equivalent of 875
bottles of diet soft drinks a day
for an adult human.) When three
of the twenty rats develop
bladder tumors which "appear to
be malignant," remove sac
charin from the list of products
recognized as safe for human
consumption (as the FDA did).
4- 4- 4Discover that glue in aerosol
cans, when eaten by pregnant
women, may cause birth defects.
(You know how pregnant women
are...) Withdraw this product
from the market, even though
graphic artists consider it
indispensible to their work (as
the FDA did).
4-H-4Classify Vitamin C in tablets of
100 mg. or more as a drug.
(Question: Will a fresh cup of
fresh orange guice containing 120
mg. of Vitamin C be labeled as a
drug?)
The people have asked the 20th
Century gods to provide financial
security for all.
The "$44,000 Ripoff" Method
Take $468 a year from the

Apathy hits again.
Apathy struck swiftly but surely Monday night at the
ASOCE hearing on the incidental fee hike. No one
showed up.

The hearings were set up by ASOCE to provide the
facts regarding the $4 raise in incidental fees that the
administration has proposed. The administration says
that the hike will be necessary to maintain at current
levels those programs funded through incidental fees.
Why didn't anyone come to the hearing in the Food
Service Monday night? The event was publicized in two
different articles in last week's lamron 2 and once the
week before. That seems to point the accusing finger at
that old scape goat, apathy.
Judging from the turn-out at the meeting it would
seem that the student body doesn't have any major
objections to the increase, which is fine, if that is the
true opinion.
The hearings were set up for the benefit of the
students. To attend doesn't mean you have to oppose the
increase or even support it.
It is still possible to attend the one remaining hearinq
set for tonight at 7:00 near the fireplace in the Oreaon
Room of the College Center.
Unfortunately, this isn't the first time that apathy has
plagued ASOCE and its activities. Election turn-outs in
the recent past have been exceedingly poor.
ASOCE in the past year has had a struggle to maintain
enough personnel to function. The Student Senate ha*
had zj difficult time getting a quorum together so that
legitimate meetings can be held.
Student Government exists to'serve the need* and
interests of the student body. They can't dn thf + k -1
they
some support
fr^Tj st"udents'"The
they don't
don't receive
receive some
support from"the
downVwIve^ny^ro'btems*'6

^
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Why not attend tonight's hearinq with an
and for once let apathy be the loser.

• a

Dick Soules
lamron 2 editor

A way to help . . .
Do A Good Deed
To the Editor:
How many people take V2 hour
out of 1 day in 1 year to do
something for someone they
know nothing about? We hope to
have 400 people doing that very
thing this term. All it takes is 1
body,
hour, and a little
determination.
If you are 17 or older you may
get the chance to give blood to
someone who may need it to get
through a major operation or
even save his life. For this small
deed you will not only gain a

donor's card but the satisfaction
ot knowing you are helping
someone else.
Lots of people have excuses.
One of them is "I'm not 18 yet "
Now you can be 17 and give
blood with your parents' per
mission. The blood drawing will
be held in the College Center on
April 23 from 12:00 to 7:00 p.m.
and on April 24 from 9:30 -4:00.
Please find time in your schedule
to give blood. I promise it will be
worth it.
Ginger Symington

average wage earner and make
his employer match it, for a total
of $936 taken from each worker.
(If the employer did not pay the
matching money, he could pay it
to the worker instead.)
At this rate, the average
worker puts in a total of $34,532
over a period of 37 years. If the
$936 per year were deposited in a
savings account at 5 per cent
simple interest, it would grow to
more than $66,000 by age 65.
Now, at age 65, the average
married worker gets $233 per
month and has about 101 months
left to live. That means he gets
back a little over $22,000 from his
$66,000, or about one third of what
it cost him.
But that's not all. For every $2
the over-65 worker earns, $1 is
deducted from his Social Security
benefits. On top of that, he must
continue to pay Social Security
and income taxes. This means
that up to two-thirds of his
income may go to taxes.
The people have asked the 20th
Century gods to provide more
and better low-income housing.
The "Open Space" Method
Empowered by urban renewal
legislation, from 1949 to 1971 the
government errected 200,687
housing units and destroyed
538,044. In other words, 168 per
cent more units were destroyed
than built.
Of the new units erected, 49 per
^ cent were upper-income units,
priced out of reach of even
moderate income people.
All this was done for only
$12,000,000,000
(12
billion
dollars).
The overall result: a net loss of
337,357 units and an increase in
prices of the remaining low in
come housing due to shortages,
causing even more crowding of
urban slums.
The people have asked the 20th
Century gods to guarantee that
workers are not underpaid by
their employers.
The "O x $1.60 = 0" Method
Make it illegal to pay an em
ployee less than $1.60 per hour.
(All people whose skills are worth
less than $1.60 per hour to an
employer now become worth
nothing--and unemployed.)
Deny on-the-job training to
those with the lowest skills by
pricing their service out of the
market, denying them the
opportunity of reaching even the
first rung of the employment
opportunity ladder. One result
has been to drive the black
teenage unemployment rate
from about 8 per cent to well over
35 per cent since World War II.
The people have asked the 20th
Century gods to take exclusive
rights over mail delivery.
The "Viva la Pony Express"
Method
Outlaw all
competition,
thereby rewarding inefficiency.
Some of the results:
a. In October of 1972, 87
Washington-bound letters were
mailed from Philadelphia. Then
James Boren saddled up and
started an eight-horse Pony
Express-style
relay
to
Washington, carrying letters to
same addressed. The men on
horses beat the Postal Service on
84 of the 87 letters.

b. Wheni the community of East
Windsor, New Jersey, reached its
J,.
anniversary...President
Nixon sent a special message of
congratulation...But the White
House made just one mistake- it
mailed the message. Thus the

President's congratulations did
not arrive until six days after the
celebration.
The people have asked the 20th
Century gods to establish
ceilings on prices charged for
goods and services.
"I Don't Believe I Swallowed the
Whole Thing" Method
Establish price controls which:
a. Encourage chicken growers
to drown their products instead of
having to sell them for less than it
cost to raise them...thereby in
creasing shortages;
b. Make the prices of raw
materials (foodstuffs and in
dustrial commodities) rise 20 per
cent during the five months of
Phase II;
c. Permit retail prices to rise
8.8 per cent and wholesale prices
to rise 21.7 per cent during the
first three months of Phase III.
Before controls, retail prices
were rising at an annual rate of
3.8 per cent, wholesale less than 5
per cent; •
d. Hold down the price of fuel
oils which encourages growing
depletion of current energy
sources, while at the same time
discouraging exploration for new
sources.
The people have asked the 20th
Century gods to guarantee
efficient mass air transportation.
The "Its the Only Way to Fly"
Method
Set up a Civil Aeronautics
Board (CAB) to regulate air
transportation which crosses
state boundaries.
One result: CAB interstate
"regulated" air fares average
about 74 per cent higher than
fares of comparable distance but
within a state, and thus not
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How much of that 74 per cent
increase is legitimate and how
much is bureaucratic red tape is
left to your imagination.
Permission given for reprint by
the Campus Studies Institute
Division of World Research, Inc.,
a
non-profit,
tax-exempt
research
and
education
organization.
Its
various
educational materials reach over
half a million students and
faculty each year. For more
information
about
these
programs write Campus Studies
Institute, 11722 Sorrento Valley
Road, San Diego, California
92121.
Sources: Department of housing and Urban
Development.
Urban Renewal: National Program for
Local Problems, Dr. John C. Weicker,
Associate Professor Economics, Ohio State
University.
Essays on Liberty, Paul Poirot
For A New Liberty, M. N. Rothbard
Wall Street Journal, March 9, 1973
U.S. News & World Report, July 9, 1973
National Review, June 8, 1973
Studies by
Dr. Theodore E. Keeler,
University of California Berkeley

Class of 1924 to be
honored by alumni
The graduating class of 50
years ago, 1924, will be honored
at Oregon College of Education
Alumni Day April 27.
Former
Sen.
Maurine
Neuberger, a member of the
class of '24, will be the luncheon
speaker. Guests will include Dr.
Roy Lieuallen, chancellor of the
State System
of
Higher
Education and former president
of OCE, and Mike Ford, Lake
Oswego, an OCE graduate who is
Oregon's 1973-74 Teacher of the
Year.
Also expected to attend is
Phebe Bartholomew, Heppner,
OCE's oldest living alumnus, a
member of the class of 1,895. She
will be 100 years old on August 4
Mrs. Neuberger, with the
assistance of OCE President
Leonard W. Rice, will officiate at
tree - planting ceremonies
inaugurating OCE's new grove.
The grove is planned as a
replacement of the college's
landmark Douglas fir trees which
were toppled in the 1962
Columbus Day Storm.
grove
win
oJur
be
established on a four - acre site at
the northern end of the OCF
campus.

Other features of the all - dav
reunion will be a historical
review of OCE by Ellis Stebbins,
emeritus dean of administration

gort
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regulated by the CAB. Some
examples:
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a display of historical pictures of
the college in the main concourse
of the College Center, and social
gatherings.
The class of 25 years ago, 1^49,
also will be given special
recognition during the day.
The coordinator of events is Dr
Jean Ferguson, OCE assistant
professor of education, a member
of the class of 1961.
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Encouraging
signs
have
-ways come from New York
rtty. K is a city of creativity and,
like a105' IarIe metropolitan
'enters, crime and just plain dirt.
Lw York is the kind of town,
'here the people don't wait for
the government to act. They get
'ut there and handle things
themselves.
jsjew York is not made up of
hapless victims. In order to
Lndle the grime and crime, New
yorkers have taken to the streets
and formed block associations.
Organizing to handle crime,
entire blocks have hired their
o#n private police. Also several
Saturdays a year it's clean-up
time- The streets are closed to
traffic, barricades are put up and
a lone garbage truck roams the
bl0Ck while people push brooms.
Streets are washed, buildings and
students. The'tabuf j°
-h* "°W rcgistering
windows cleaned, and coats of
S,
Registration on campus is schedni®a °".. ^e the Bookstore.
paint make things look like new.
Unt" SatUrday' April 27.
<f*hoto by Tim Johnson)
Through each individual effort,
a block loses its traces of dinge
and gains inches, even feet of
dignity- The pride and care put
into the work speaks for itself.
It's the best thing that ever
Colleges and Universities Radio Network, 1330 Avenue of
happened to a city.
throughout the country are being the Americas, New York New
invited to participate in National York 10019.
College "Pitch In!" Week, April
Evidence documenting par
22-27. The event, sponsored by ticular efforts by schools or
Budweiser Beer in cooperation groups may be in the form of
with the ABC Contemporary written summary, along with
Radio Network, is based on the photos, newspaper clippings,
by CURTIS CLIMER
nation-wide "Pitch In" anti-litter tapes, motion picture film, etc.'
Students running for ASOCE
program. Participation may be
senate positions will be giving from the entire student body or All reports on individual "Pitch
speeches April 24. Speeches will approved individual campus In" projects are to be mailed no
later than May 17.
be given at 12 noon in the coffee organizations.
shop of the College Center and at
Regional winners of the $1,000
The idea is for students to team
5 o'clock in dining room of the up in ridding the campus and / or prize will be selected by a panel
Pood Service Building.
surrounding community of a of judges. All entries become the
All are encouraged to attend litter problem. A grand prize will property
of
the
ABC
these gatherings. The candidates be awarded in each of five Contemporary Radio Network.
will give speeches and discuss regions for the most creative and
The sponsors point out that the
current issues of student effective "Pitch In" effort. Each
government. There will be a of the regional winners will event gives concerned students
discussion period for questions receive an assortment of audio an opportunity to work together
and answers.
visual equipment valued at on a worthwhile project
Satisfying results will show up
Elections will be on the $1,000.
following days, April 25 and 26.
To enter the competition, immediately. But, even more
The polls will be open 9 a.m. to 5 colleges or organizations should important, the project pays off in
p.m. in the College Center and the send a letter or post card in lasting results. Research shows
NPE on both days. On April 25 dicating their desire to par- that a littered area attracts more
litter; a clean area influences
polls will be open in the Food ticipate to: College "Pitch
r^ucn in
In" people to behave more conService Building 5 to 6:30 p.m. Week, American Contemporary
sideratly.

JNews Synopsis 1
Compiled by MELISA McFIE
R<Convicte'tS death terms
of the United
°r3 ?Val for his P0^ as President
?2' has been returned to
federal prison to await sentencing r
three counts of murder in the
V. ?• Was convicted Thursday on
Joseph Yablonski and his wifeTdfiSSSj

T

C From thecwJent*?^P Programs
to the taxpaying Ameriean^r year'the Cost of food-stamp programs
1977. This is because more anrf26" 'S !Xpected to soar to $10 billion by
m°rC
s are taking advantage of
these subsidy programs

A^m^Energ^Commis^'3 rKmpared to the benefits"
TV's "Meet the Pres?Mhat bairman' DixY Lee Ray said on NBCw«Afc-t take more lives th.nihe
,Ze InT"0'
+ + HATaF°rCe

? Taiwan alerted
planes flying^irf its aJfrf°rCe to .^tand by to intercept any Japanese
Tokyo signs a commercial air
agreement with Peking SP3Ce

+++
Still for Nixon
hbutet^P^dTnTfeS
$43,00() t0 hdp pay the
back toesTowes
^tnbutions wiU be returned and at^ro^S^Se

Senate talks
set April 24

l\\E "bECAUSE

sentenceof^byears.^tTd^e'cal^e^asserved3years* °f ^ °riginal
COFHntSrnan a"d woman

attack Common Cause
Common Cau^while a^d'' Wyatt both criticized Ralph Nader and
pressed by ^ p?that SS^ng,th\P0rtland City Club 11 was ex"
organizations like Cornmon Cause never prefent th^nl^f
rm to their constituents for
approval or disapproval <^L P
ese,,or8anizatlons are not nearly as
democratic as
fr

anything that Nader says is Gospel and has got to begood."
ir

+++

Kremhn should rennounce Marxism

give up i/str^ physiciat Sakharov says that the Kremlin should
republics efve
°Ver
[ern Eur°PC a"d the minority Soviet
frontiers and Pnd!
/??
freedom of movement across
suPPort of Marxism by renouncing it as the official
ideology
Indians talk of secession
I
ndian^0Vhe Queen Charlotte Islands are considering an
ait ^/
attempt to secede the islands from Canada with assistance from the
United Nations.
"cavy fighting on Golan Heights
ilng>the heaviest since the October war, has erupted again on
territorTon M^h' S>Tlan com"landoes who tried to enter Israeli-held
m0" W.ere k,1Ied' Meanwhile the Israeli command
brought its
Drought its warplances into action during the combat.
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How can teaching be made respectable?
There will be an evaluation of
instruction conducted the 6th or
7th week of this term by the Joint
Instruction Evaluation Com
mittee. With the approval of
budget, forms & procedures in
the April 11 meeting of the
Student Senate the last hurdle is
passed. Faculty will soon be
receiving a note asking them to
appoint a student in each class to
conduct the evaluation.
A major question remains
open, what to do with the
evaluation information after it is
returned. As it,stands the in
structors will receive their own
data. Many will share this with
their chairmen for purposes of
evaluation.
Thirty-one per cent of the
faculty have indicated a
willingness to share the infor
mation with students to assist
them in selecting classes & in
structors. An additional 37 per
cent of the faculty are neutral,
they may be persuaded to share
this information if the conditions
are right.
The right conditions are
discussed at length by Robert
Kelley in the article, "How to

Make Teaching Respectable"
(page 4). He describes the
evaluation system at the
University of California, Santa
Barbara. This system has been in
operation several years.
This information with the
results of the survey data are
placed on reserve in the library.
Students see not only the quantiful data, but also the ex
pectations and assessment of the
instructor about the course.
Certainly this will provide more
opportunity to choose courses
realistically.
Perhaps this is the course we
should follow at OCE. The Joint
Instructional Evaluation Com
mittee desires your response.
Please contact one of our
members, attend a meeting
(Thurs., 2 p.m. NS105) or drop a
comment in the suggestion box in
the Student Government area of
the Student Center.

promotion process: the regular subsequent performance of the
Faculties will resist the
use of student evaluations of their faculty member concerned to
proposal. Some will think it an
professors' work.
compare with his evaluation.
outrageous notion. Others,
When sitting in promotion
Perhaps it will be useful to
committees, one now encounters reflect upon the plan's larger especially those teaching in areas
stacks of computer printouts in outcomes. By this narrative where the transfer of precise
professors' personnel files, or account, thoughtfully prepared, bodies of information leaves little
those hastily scrawled notes that the professor will be reflecting latitude for variation, will feel
students dash off on the bottom of systematically upon his or her that their reports might seem dry
the forms after filling in their own work - a valuable thing in and limited by comparison with
answers to the stock questions. itself, quite apart from any effect those, produced by, say,
or
English
Now that we have had some it may have in rendering the philosophers
professors.
years of this experience, what reward system more valid.
The addition of yet another
can we say? Even for the
writing
chore and one with
system's most devoted ad
A number of questions may be
vocates, it has been a brought into the assessment: complicated overtones, will come
disappointment. When we read Were important new books (or as an unwelcome prospect to
these documents, then glance at old ones) read and integrated into some. Most of all, there will be an
one another in the committee the course? What journal ar instinctive reaction against
meeting and shrug our shoulders, ticles, either as to content or something new and untried. For
we are expressing more than method, were found to be of this reason, it will need to grow
faculty
consevatism.
We value? Were new lectures on a voluntary and experimental
are properly skeptical and prepared, new
techniques basis.
justifiably irritated.
Above all, the system should be
adopted, new demonstratios
What we usually have is this given?
kept simple in form. It will die
sort of question: Do we hold up
Such information, available to stillborn if faculty members are
someone's promotion because he one's colleagues, can be a means given long lists of questions to
by ROBERT KELLEY
received a 4.9 instead of a 5.6 in of spreading awareness of more cover in their evaluations. All we
respect to his ability to give fruitful ways of teaching. We are really need to know is: What has
It is abundantly clear that organized lectures, or his inveterately resistant to in the professor tried to do in his
higher education is in crisis and availability outside of class, or novations, unless we can observe course (what were his ob
that the disorder is not going to his sense of humor? Do we them in operation among our jectives? ) and how well, in his
pass away. Enrollments are dismiss a professor from the colleagues. Similarly, students - view, did thng s work out? Within
either tailing off or slumping, university (deny tenure) because and the public at large, for that this spare framework, it seems
budgets are being slashed and most of her students think she is matter - will be enabled to learn reasonable to expect a slowly
mass dismissals of tenured rather ordinary, and only a third that there is, in fact, a great deal growing number of faculty
faculty - incredible fact - are rate her outstanding?
of concern being given to members to begin the practice.
actually taking place.
Perhaps the students who teaching: that, hidden behind the
We will then have worked into
There are grounds, indeed, for appreciate her work are the ones closed doors of the classrooms we our ongoing university lives a
fundamental change in our
believing that more than just a most able to judge. Do 30 class rarely visit, muchis going on.
With the Second Annual problem of population afflicts us. meetings, and all that worry and
procedures which bears promise
Community Clean-up program in The golden era of American effort, come down to just a flat
The students, furthermore, will of enhancing this time and effort
Monmouth and Independence higher education, in which statistic? How quantifiable, derive quite a different feeling we devote to our teaching and of
scheduled to begin Saturday at we luxuriated during the 1960's, indeed, is such an experience? about a course they are about to aiding students and promotion
8:30 a.m., Doug Groves, chair put us in a tempting situation'.
We must complete the system. take if they are able to read, in committees (and administrative
man of OSPIRG at Oregon Teaching loads drifted downward We need to learn from the professor's words, how it has authorities) alike.
College of Education, is looking and professors spent even more professors themselves what they grown and developed over the
It may also bring us into a
for volunteers.
time in their libraries and set out to do in their courses ~ years.
better relationship with society at
"We only have a couple of laboratories.
what were their objectives — and
The universal feeling is that large. Each faculty member, of
active members now," the OCE
Now we are beginning to pay how, in their view, things worked faculty members just drop the course, will give these outcomes
junior said, "and last year we the price. The latest hostility to out.
needle in the groove again, at the a different priority. It seems
had about a dozen helping us out professors and academia which
Faculty, self-evaluation of beginning of each term. How certain, however, that in the
with this clean-up campaign." characteristically rumbles courses will therefore give much
valuable it will be to replace this wasting years ahead, we are
Last year OSPIRG volunteers around under the surface even in more
substance
to
the
going to need all the help we can
managed the central collection the best of times can now have its assessment of teaching per deadening assumption with an get.
awareness
that
courses
of
study
depot at the Central Shopping way. State legislatures, worried
A new feeling that we are
Plaza on the Monmouth- by inelastic revenues and formance in the promotion are actually created things, with
process. What attracts me a changing life of their own, not devoted to good teaching for our
Independence Highway.
mounting costs and increasingly
however, are its simply routine presentations!
undergraduates may be what will
The group sorted glass bottles disenchanted with what they call equally,
precedent effects.
save us. The absence of it will
For
all
of
us,
then,
on
both
sides
into colors, stacked and wrapped the "non:teaching" faculties, find
Just as we may rightly observe of the lectern and perhaps even in surely exact a higher price than
newspapers, and put the tin and convenientlly that the most
aluminum cans into respective squeezable sums in the budget that the studying that precedes the corridors of legislatures, the any of us, in retrospect, will want
an examination is more im experience
of
professors to have paid.
recepticles.
ar^J^0Se ^or higher education.
portant than any grade we regularly writing about their
Don Milligan, Monmouth Fire
They have learned that
(Robert Kelley is professor of
Chief, told Groves at an student-faculty ratios may be eventually give to students, so it teaching, just as they write about
organization meeting last week allowed to worsen without the sky will be true that the thought that their research, can raise our history and chairman of the
that without the OCE students' tailing in; that new programs we are going to be writing about consciousness in legitimate and academic senate at the
University of California, Santa
help the clean-up project would may b refused and salaries our courses, upon their com intrinsically valuable ways.
Barbara.
not have been as orderly as it allowed eto fall behind the cost of pletion, will be a daily
stimulation toward greater and
was.
living without the exodus of more considered efforts.
"Just with the few students you faculty earlier feared.
had last year," Milligan ex
The gravest criticism that will
The challenge of the coming
plained, "you did a lot of im years will be to find ways to shift be heard against self-assessment
portant work. All of you worked our
consciousness
about of courses will be that the system
really hard, and we hope you will teaching. Unquestionably, the will be abused by the more
be with us again Saturday "
universities of the future that will uble and less genuinely talented
The clean-up project is ex do the best job of providing an faculty members, who will just
pected to begin Saturday at 8:30 exciting learning experience for turn in reams of chamber of
a.m. with volunteers from the their undergraduate students will commerce flackery. The central
Jaycees, Chamber of Commerce
be the ones that will weather the feature of the system I have in
and various scout and church grim years ahead with the great- mind, however, is that such
groups participating.
success. But how can this be evaluations are to go not only to
Monmouth and Independence done?
department chairmen for con
residents are being asked to
It is widely said that we need sideration during promotion
place their collected, sorted, and only change the reward proceedings, but to the open
bundled papers, glass, and tin procedure, so that we give stacks of the campus library for
cans on their curbs by that time. teaching its due and promote or students to consult.
the volunteers will then discharge people on this ground
Just as the requirement of
saturate each neighborhood with
footnoting sources disciplines our
as
well
as
for
their
research
It
several pickup trucks and a
was for this reason that many professional writing, so public
ha™iii5Ufk' collecting the items universities and colleges in re- availability of course evaluations
handily placed on the curbs
will make us take thought and
°nce
53^ to the oent years made one of the most work toward credibility
J
notable
changes
ever
made
in
the
The
lr after
«ri.. all,
.. will Havp
Central Shopping Plaza, OSPIRG
"T
""" students,
ih»
volunteers will sort and r&dy the
materials for shipment to the
dump or to recycling centers.
Funds received from the
recycled materials will be
your tobacconist,
d^tnbuted to the organizations
Dick Van Horne
It's the ONLY T-shirt a.dorsed by THE INTERNATIONAL STREAKERS ASSOC.
based on the number of volun
teers each gathers for the
#
fine imported pipes
postpaid
project.
mail order service
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co. will
<5 ^ £ NAME
provide free soft drinks for the
S IN .
quality tobacco
<:
5
volunteers, and for the scouts and
blended in our shop
k- O o ADDRESS
325
Court
Street
N
E
© m !c
$3.95 each I tai
young people, refreshments and
0> o
O)
phone 585-7600
$6.95 far 21 i**'
lunches will be given free of
cigarette
(B Co at.
charge.
tobaccos and papers
I § I
Total
ZIP
Page f
I I I
$

Help clean
Monmouth

»*>°w • y<>„

-SUPPORT-

Getf
Your
Streaker
T-shirt

only 35§..«n « 2 for 6^
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Hosteling: inexpensive

I

vear ana

?CILIA STILES
jjy CECILIA

1

•>

th0Se under
10
fnr^h
10 $10
$1° for
those 18 and over, and

Washiran^IiaS1^

vou often dreamed of tour^America, Canada or Europe
$ 0the summer, but have had
^ eup the idea because of a
•of f money? If so, youth
®c Hng may be the answer to
I*1
problem, because it
f#r-des companionship and
Pr0xpensive accomodation for the

method
r- 1S an lnexpensive
method of travel. Travellers
whVpayStuaVe a place of lod8ing
where they
can be with other
and
and where resident
cuioners,
h acationers,
U „
,

^!"!h'reat Lakes area However
at this time they are virtuahv

at

word hostel originates
&
1U1
oiu
American cr Canadian hostel
kely to be a camp,
^"most
.ct U
likely
church,
lodge,
civic
Urtrtl
HI
'-*•'
O ~5
v, 1 V IVn
•hool,
3Vlt<>r or specially
sch°®
spcv.«»*v built facility
tat
!wUt accomodation
Qnr»nmr>H!iU/\n
T~
£
„prnisht
In
_
nvc-c
0ven»6
noe a hostel may be in a
tie a villa' a nnountain lodge,
,S retired sailing ship.

n^°St is PerhaPs the most im
pressive feature about hostelling
accomodation. Overnight fees
If "fe fro™ 50c to $1.25 in Europe,
$l-$2 in the United States and
Canada, to $3 in some ski resort
areas. Many people have found
they can travel fo as little as $3 50
Per day using the hostel system.

CanSan^^l^
J» the
Canadian Rockies, and few
in
Central Canada. European
locations mav be nhto- f
through the AYH.
°bta'ned

$15 for a family pass.
IO date, more than 75000

way

travel
to

in

£h7/Ss T"d A™

X

u„SsSU"lhe s»"»—S
lhe

Bhelptomak a|fee|

Picture is much th
thp
cQrv,
^ same

ra

or

The typical hostel consists ol
u,

According
to an
AYH
publication "he who travels
ightest hostels best." Thev
suggest a hosteler carrv his AYH
pass necessary maps, minimum
personal items and sporting
equipment needed such as
icycle, a canoe, a horse or skis.
The traveller will also need a set
of eating utensils.

L washrooms and a kitchen
wre' travellers can prepare
,ir own food. Bed linen and
king utensils are all provided
cook( hostel, but each hosteler
he
b-v
rveS himself.
Hostels are located
in 48
"tries and each country has a
.innal youth hostel association.
, Jted at areas of scenic,
Hosteling is definitely not
canric or recreational interest, designed for those who like long
i lh hostels are ideally close luxurious vacations. It instead
. ® ugh to facilitate easy biking caters to thse who like to be
r .hiking-i.indfrom one to another. constantly "on-the-move "
^American Youth Hosiels Inc. Hostelers rise at 7 a.m. each
currently establishing a
morning, and are on their
lS tem of hostels that will be
s
journey by 9:30. They seldom
^ lUt 350 miles apart throughout stay long in one location, and the
customary limit for residence at
^ country.
one hostel is three days unless
Accomodations are open to all
,h0 carry a membership card in special arrangements are made.
the AYH, which is in association
Hostels are not as prevailant on
. ^ International Youth
the west coast as they are on the
F
e
d
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
.
Hostel
east coast and abroad. Some of
Approximately $4,500 hostels
those near this area include
honor the pass throughout the Eugene, Portland and Cannon
world. Passes are valid for one
City. California has many hostels

f

UNICOIOR

TAMRON

CANON

FUJI

Richard Schirrmann, an
elementary school teacher in
Germany, first invented the idea
the
it u 1909 and thus beian
Bv m?i it h°Steling movement.
By mi there were 17 hostels in
Germany, and . the idea was
spreading to other European
countries.
^opean

nQ^htfi ftSIAmerican hostel was
established in 1934 in Northfield
Massachusetts by Monroe and
both
sch«ol
SoUh'
k
teachers. By 1959 15,900 were
participating in the American
program, and this eventually
expanded to today's figure of"
over 75,000.

I

If you are interested in
traveling this summer but have a
limited budget to work with, don't
give up your hopes until you
consider hosteling. It is not only
inexpensive, but allows you to
meet amny people from different
backgrounds and see new places.
Additional information about
hostel membership and locations
may be obtained by writing
American Youth
Hostels, Inc.
National Campus
Delaplane, Virginia 22025

KONICA

UNICOLOR

see the world"*^

Hostelin9 may

Philosophy Club outing
set for this weekend
President
0f
Philosophy Club,
that

S SLT

the
OCF
Garry Day

the

Philosophy
lime

Anyone interested is welcome
to come. The object is to get to
know new people and have a good
time. For more information
contact Garry Day SPO 1264. or

c,ub

Professor Tompkins. "We would
appreciate hearing from you
before Friday April 19 so as to
plan effective transportation,"
said President Garry Day.

their meeti"g

uesdays at 12:30. The
meetings will be held in the
Oregon Room by the fireplace.
An overnight outing is being

week^dl. %

[he

""is

11 w,» bo held at Cas
cade Head on the Oregon Coast.

cajX.

TAMRON
FUJI

plpi£>
I

KONICA

SIMMON

-

The Latest

THE FIRST ANNUAL

CANON Ftb

KONICA

•Fast film loading system.
•Breech mount lens system.
•Fast microprism focusing.
•Up to 1/1000 second shutter
•Shutter speed visible in
view finder.

Free Camera
Inspection

Auto Reflex 500
$259°°

Factory Representatives will be on hand in all stores to
, ..
demonstrate their products.

FREE FUJI COLOR FILM with every $10°° purchase
FREE 11 X 14 Color Enlargementwith every'ioo purchase

only$28900

UNICOLOR

Will be done by our
own in-house camera
repair expert.

be a way for you to

SANKYO

CANON

Beginning Color Seminar

Demonstrations
of Custom
Movie Cameras

Seminar will begin promptly at
times belowFree Black & White Paper Samples
DON'T MISS THIS !

Instamatic
Owners

See a demononstration of the new CANON
systems of photography including the new
F 1, considered by many to be the finest
camera in the world today!

ALL DAY

A Waynes Photo Finishing Ex
pert will be available to exanine your negatives and prints.
He'll give you FREE helpful
hints to improve your photo
graphs!

• F1.7 Lens
• Speeds to1/500 of a
second with case

• Special "Expo" Price
-Limited Quantity-

See the exciting possibil
ities available from Fuju
color and black & white
films.

^

Nn

ALL DAY
Wed. April 17
Thurs. April 18
Fri. April 19
Sat. April 20

Monmouth
Tigard
Gresham
Newberg

- Wed. April 17, 7:30 p.m
Thurs. April 18, 7:30 p.m
Fri. April 19, 2:00 p.m
Fri. April 19, 7:30 p.m

SAVE A SMILE FOR
YOUR TOMORROWS
...with

5

Kodak
Slop m and see me complete came'
outfit lor Smile Saving
It includes
Kodak pocket '
Instamatic" camera
Camera case
Three magicubes
KODACOLOR II Film
Instruction book
^And a prini irame

Fri. April 19
Sat. April 20

7

»1995

YOU MAY
WIN!

FREE

GRESHAM

TIGARD

HoodCenter
Mr. C's
13050 S.W.
Burnside
At Division Pacific Hwy.

FUJI Color
126"12

CO
Instamatic Color FilmOU*

Next to

PayLess

Next to
Fryer Tuck

Color Print Film $ ^ 35
——a

1974

Newberg
Monmouth
Tigard
Gresham

Negatives or Slides

R'9 98e

Thurs. April 18 .
Fri. April19

. Tigard

...

Sat. April 20

Monmouth

49*

CANON Ftb SLR Camera
KONICA Finder Camera

Monmouth April 18 2-4 p.m.
Gresham April 18 7-9 p.m.
Newberg April 19 1-3 p.m.
Tigard April 19 4-6 p.m.

KONICA
The famous Konica Demonstration.
You take the pictures F we'll develop

No Purchase Necessary.
Winners to bo
Fill Out Entry Blank
announeod week
at our Stores.
of April 25
You Need Not be Present To Win

All Stores Open
Monday thru Saturday
Gresham Store Open Sunday

Fri. April 19

MONMOUTH

NEWBERG

207 West
Main

514 East
First St.

Across from
the Cornerstont

j.c. rtNNtrs

666-7082 639-6070

LAYAWAYS Welcome

:

Sat. April 20

Gresham
Tigard

POLAROID 108
Color Film

Noxt
to

SALE NOW TO APRIL 20

KODAK C135-20

Vil 18,

Newberg
Monmouth

Wed. April 17
Thurs. April 18
Fri. April 19
Sat. April 20

them right there on our counter.

10

Now

X

Wed. April 17... . Gresham

Wed. April 17
Gresham
Thurs. April 18 ... . Tigard

Color Enlargement

Pocket SMILE SAVER

Reg. $29.95

Tigard
Gresham
Monmouth
Newberg

Reg. »3*

$369

838-3996 538-9453

(First Three
Rolls Only)

FUJI A KONICA
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Photo Factory offers wide services
by MELISA McFIE
"We don't sell penicillin
because we don't know anything
about it," said Mike Bunnell,
manager of the Monmouth
branch of
Photo Factory,
Incorporated. Once located at the
Village Square and known as
Campus Camera, Monmouth's
photography shop is now located
at the corner of Main and Mon
mouth Avenue, on one of the
busiest corners in town.
The new location is extremely
advantageous to the photo shop.
Manager Bunnel. reported that
business was up 40 per cent
during the first week in Photo
Factory's new store.
Photo Factory offers the
community and students many
services. With a studio complete
with darkroom facilities it is
equipped to 'shoot' pictures for
passports, I.D. photos and pic
tures for student
teacher
applications. "We can offer 24hour service on these," said
Bunnell.

Photo Factory offers its
customers the widest range of
processors available. "Some,"
said Mr. Bunnell, "are famous
for speed and infamous for
quality. Others take forever, but

when their work does come back
it's fantastic." And of course
there is an adequate host of
processors who rank somewhere
in between thse two extremes.
A
friendly
atmosphere,
generated by Bunnell and his
wife and co-worker, makes the
Photo Factory a fun place to shop
The Bunnells are 2-year residents
of Monmouth.

down the street
The Career Awareness Conference will will be held at the College
Center Concourse Thursday, April 18, from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. CES
Director Dale Harp will be in charge.
This Friday's campus movie will be "The Poseidon Adventure"
starring Gene Hackman, Shelley Winters, Ernest Borgnine, Roddy
McDowell, and Carol Lynley. This 1972 release, and winner of two
Academy Awards, will be shown at 7 and 9:15 p.m. in the College
Center Coffee Shop. Price of admission is 75 cents.
+ 4- +
An Indian Dinner; fried bread, deer meat, salmon, etc., will be
served as one of the events of Indian Cultural Week from 12 to 4 p.m.
Saturday, April 20. Fashion shows, Indian drawings, displays, artifact
and a social evening of dancing will follow. There is no charge for the
dinner but donations are requested.
+ + 4An Art Exhibit by Claudia Cove and Jerry Sova will be showing
Monday, April 22, in the Deschutes Room of the College Center It will
be open during regular Colege hours. Take a peek!
H—b 4A student recital featuring Steve Christensen on trumpet will be
given Monday, April 22, in the Music Hall Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
+ 4* 4"
Monday, April 22, will be the last day to drop all your boring, sleep-

mcuding and otherwise unbearable classes. Don't delay!
4- 4- 4"How to Fight Watergate and the Energy Crisis" will be the topic of
Maceo Dixon in his talk on Monday, April 22, in the Willamette Room

change^

*

at 4

P'm'

It s n'ce t0

hear some answers for a

+++
This Tuesday's Symposium on Censorship is entitled "Movies- The
Past and Future of Censorship in Films." It will be held as usual in
the College Center Coffee Shop at 7:30 p.m.
'

+++
The spring term blood drive will be this Tuesday, April 23, from 12
noon to 7 p.m. and April 24, from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the ColTege
participate.6 ^^

faCUlty, SUff' a"d

are urgeifo

H—h 4ASOCE Senate speeches will be given in the Food Service Building
at 12 noon Wednesday, April 24, ASOCE Elections will fnlinu, ™
Thursday and Friday in the College Center. VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
JfJXJSST,°f HefaHh X"r3y "nH Wi" be on camP»s Thursday,
,„P,. 25, from 2 to 4 p.m. for persons who have had a positive reaction
to the tuberculin skin test. There is no charge for the X-ray.
ASOCE meetings are: Executive Board-Thursday, 5 n m ASOOF
Workroom; B O.A. meeting-Thursday 6:309 p.m. ASOCE Workroom
Senate-Thursday, 7 p.m. NS101; SEEK-Friday 9 p.m. College Center
Coffee Shop, Financial Board-Tuesday, 7 p m ASOCF
W°rkr00m:
Social Board-Wednesday, 6 p.m. ASOCE Workroom

+++
W
i
In^aEtionK,emTTen„?vrsdoyC uXfC
»am*te
vs. OIT, here at 3"m S™ ^day A^rU f£°,i Ash'a,nd= B«eba.l
here at 10
a.m.; Monday. April 22-8X3', JTJ. w£E££
Tennis vs. Linfield, McMinnville at 1 n m
u/In'
iem at 4 P m-:

Since the mid-sixties he has
worked in broadcasting - as a
disc jockey, newsman, sports
announcer and producer of radio
and TV commercials - and in
print journalism - writing sports
and features, as a photorgrapher
and wire service stringer.
Bunnell has worked for the
Yakima Herald-Public, The
Spokane Spokesman-Review, the
Capital Jurnal, and the Polk Sun.
"Along with newspaper work
came photography," Bunnell
remembered, "and then that led
to this."
"This," besides the actual
manging of the Photo Factory,
involves taking wedding pictures
and
portraits,
especially
environmental portraits. (In
environmental portraits the
studio curtain is replaced with
one's place of work, home or
anything that works to per
sonalize the photograph.)
Wednesday nights find Bunnel
teaching a photography class.
"Some students and citizens from
the community didn't have time
during the day to take a
photography class at
the
college," and that's the reason
Mr. Bunnel is offering the class.
In his words the class is an
"inexpensive beginning camera
class." Thus far the 7-week
course has covered how film
works, the effects of light on film,
and how one can alter cir
cumstances to fit the need, in
order to tal$e a picture.
The class is
informally
structured. "They tell me the
kinds of things they want to take
pictures of. . .1 try to give them
some ideas of how best to make
the picture interesting," Bunnell
explained.
Composition, or altering the
proportions of something to make
a statement with a picture, is
another area that the students in

the class will be able to explore.
Work in the class is centered
mainly on black and white film as
it is inexpensive and easier to
develop and print. The last two
sessions, however, will be
devoted to working with colored
film.
Photo Factory is not only a
store for serious camera buffs
but for amateurs as well. This is
evidenced
by
Bunnell's
statement: "instamatic film is 50
per cent of our business."

Registration a 'must
Congress feels it is necessary to
have the Selective Service in
stand-by so that, in case of an
emergency, the U.S. will be
ready to call troops for war. For
this reason, young men are still
required to register for the draft
even though no one is currently
being drafted.
As of late last year, a sixty day
period, beginning 30 days before
the 18th birthday and lasting until
30 days before after, is allowed
for registration. Dean Moranville
reminded all men 18 or over who
have not yet registered to do so.
This may be done by seeing him
at the Cottage.
As it now stands, men are
required to register at 18, they

receive a lottery number at 19
and, when there is a draft, they
are most vulnerable at 20. Those
of you who make it past 20 would
have small likelihood of being
drafted if the practice was
started up again.
Dean Moranville knows of no
one who has gotten into trouble
for registering late because of
forgetfulness, however, refusing
to
register
can
lead
to
prosecution and improsonment.
There are alternatives for those
who object to the draft and to
military service,
but
the
government
makes
no
allowances for those who refuse
to register.
as**»«3S9S5S36S6Sa»
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D & M BAKE SHOPPE
Main Street - Monmouth
(Located in Webster's Thriftway)

This Week's
Specials!

~
Lemon Chiffon
Cake-$1.79
Bread Pudding
$1.39

The OCE Outdoor program ista»iding an Equipment Share Fair
XL' '"J h fr°m 1#:°° a m- UntU 3:00
- the Music Ha,! lawn
2T £ S.g
II

A u

yo',r -

« ••>«« or Z
+++

Had a chance to see OCE s track and field team compete' This
Thursday OCE and the Monmouth Track Club will conduct a "Twilivhi
Mjer OCE «,The „«lghl ,vcnK plJ
LKS
220,440 relay and a 5 x 330 mile relay will be held.

+++
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Turnovers-3 / $1.00
(Reg.39c each)

Stop In For The BEST
In FRESH Bakery Goods
(Specials expire April 24, 1974)
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Photo Factory has in stock, or
can provide, your every photo
need. "We want to sell our
knowledge about photography to
help people," says Manager
Bunnell. And it is quite evident he
does want, just that. . .The phone
keeps ringing, a coed drops in to
ask, "How much are prints, a
piece?" A customer stops in to
pick up his processed film, a
photo buff picks up reprints of his
work, another asks advice on
material for framing. . the
bustle that's so demanding. And
there's Mike in the middle of it
all, answering those questions,
giving sought-after photo-advice,
and enjoying it all. . .helping
people.

Chemawa
visits OCE
Small groups of students from
Chemawa Indian School are
spending a day and night at OCE
in a program to familiarize the
Indian students with the at
mosphere of college life.
The students, in groups of f<>ur
or five, are selected by fte
Chemawa staff. They are met at
OCE by student volunteers w*10
act as hosts from 1 p.m. one day
until 1 p.m. the next. One OCE
student volunteer is assigned to
each of the visitors.
During the 24 hours that they
are on campus, the visitors at
tend classes, dine with OCE
students, stay overnight in jj
residence hall, and meet witn
OCE officials for information on
financial aid, catalogs, class
schedules and other matters.
The visits began on April 9 an
will continue three days a wee
until April 25.
,
Chemawa Counselor Clemon
Azure and OCE Financial A1
Director James Sumner ar
coordinating the program-

Straub today
Robert Straub, Democrat^
gubernatorial candidate, w»
appear at OCE this afternoon a
l :00 in the Oregon Room near
fireplace in the College Center W
a student discussion. There
be a press conference
mediately
following
'
discussion at 2:00 p.m. also intn
Oregon Room. Everyone
invited to attend both events.
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COrres Po

Mortal connections

Cfllcndftr of events

Sf'

Oregon Women Weavers have an
f n
xhibi i Campbell Hall Gallery 107 through
Four

14 Apr"""AD-ET

26 APril'

assured as to m, abmts!"t>,!LconM™ Xtef"

exhibit of prints by Barbara Webber is
the College Center through 2 May.

An

jn

worsh

My

°Wn Peojfe the ^efascin»Oon of

/'Retrospective, Woodcuts and Etchings,"

5 S SC

exhibit by Gordon Gilky is at OSU's
Fairbanks Gallery through 4 May.
saiem Public Schools exhibit is now at the
uSh Barn Gallery in Salem, Mission at high
Bush
streets

that we immortals are not .. ,sf ld°m realize
that different from
themselves. We ton \
disappointments. X;
«"<aiCX3
depress,on
™ 1 must stop u,ia
ell me about yourself t
^

Photographs by Priscilla Carrasco are at
Gallery, 2255 NW Nor
the Camerawork
thruP' Portland, through 4 May.

„The American Outhouse on Parade" is in
main lobby of Willamette's University
Center through 1 May.

RADIO

the

0oal LamP°on

c*H^

Radio Hour is on KOiv

Sunday aWp^' 8 P m' and K0RI ™'<*
FOrnf^ S'!reo 102 (po"land)

FILMS
"The Poseidon Adventure" is in the Coffee
shop of the College Center Friday night at 7
I 9:15 p.m.; cost is 75c.
"The Sugarland Express" is at the Or
759 SW Broadway, Portland.

• phium

"Blazing Saddles" is at the Bagdad, SE
and Hawthorne, Portland. "Mame" is in
second theatre.

37th

their

22 23 2^ £eA ?h,S' 7 7:30) list tor 18, 19,
Cocker Rnh n ?
!S John Hammond, joe
Cocker, Bob Dylan (talking blues) Seal-I
Crofts, Paul McCartney, Lou Reed

?AY

thfs

Donovan

ALBUM

REVIEW (10 p m )

SU"Shine

"

Superman

"V

°AT SPECIAL (10p.m.) is the second

halfUn

Also try
£?p.N

5

7 C°nCert ,his week

tO?
(Portland)
KZEL-FM stereo 96 (Eugene)

Beach Tri-Cinema, Portland.

THEATRE

"Save The Tiger" and "A Touch Of Class"
the Hollywood" 4122 NE Sandy in

H^^^?ea;u^noa,ATpar!rad9eJU"i0r

are at

saararbut u was

is

Stereo 92 3

"Conrack," starring Jon Voight, is at the
Jantzen

n
ti0n With the
ta?d y°Uhave
Sand
1 dod not unuerstandthe
the connection IwSher
ko
1)66,1 told
strange things have been ham!
with you.
Weirdness is beautiful! What
do without weird people and neur ? the Universe
I suppose I should actiwih, a
goddesses?
Age does mean little, especially"!^ your letter1 h tlme travel
One of my youngest hustan!!
old Earthling at the time of otW^ an elevpn year
much different relationship
[nage- U wa® a

ver/matPSf"2i,teSvT P 1 am not
ever-1
am only three million, which is not"6'
one considers the rest of etnrni? V6ry 0,d when

Portland.

in'salem.5 """" * a'
Blue" and "The Laughing
policeman" are at the State Theatre, 219 SW
3rd in Corvallis.

,he Pen'acle

Theatre

"Kid

"The Last Detail" is currently at the
SW 2nd in Corvallis.

Varsity/.115

"Serpico" is at the Whiteside, 361 SW
Madison

in Corvallis.

"The Great Gatsby" is in its 2nd week at
the Lancaster Mall Theatre in Salem.
"The Three Musketeers" is in its 2nd week
at the Capitol Theatre in Salem.
"The Sting," picture of the year, is at the
Theatre in Salem for its 11th week.

OTHER
Friday 19 April is the birthdate of Hugh
O Brien (1925) and it is the day the Revolu
tionary War began in 1775.
HitletrUrnflBo^0 ^rH ®S thG birthdate Of Adolf
Ryan O'Nea!' (194") Hamp,0n (1914) and
Sundy 2! April is the birthdate of Queen
Ehzabeth II and when Rome was built (753
BC).
(1870)ldaV "

APrM

^

is

the

birthdate of
Bernadette

(1564) and

Wednesday 24 April is the birthdate of
Willem de Koonig (1904).
FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH
Archeological find, 2525 AD: A flat piece of
rubber, shaped like the sole of a foot, with
the inscription "jogged to Snair's. . box, 4
16-74." Meaning is unclear at this point in
time.
Used in the wrong way, talcum powder can
kill.
Professional smellers in French perfume
factories have to distinguish 7000 odors.
TELEVISION

Shy folks are more imaginative
lovemaking than ones that aren't shy.

Thursday: 9 p.m. on Ch. 2, "Kung Fu," 10
p.m. on Ch 2, "Streets of San Francisco."
Friday: 8:30 on Ch. 2, "The Six Million
Dollar Man."
Saturday:8 9 p.m. on Ch. 6,"All In The
Family" and "MASH;" 11:30 on Ch. 2,
"Sinister Cinema."
Sunday: 11:30 a.m. on Ch. 2, "Make A
Wish," 8:30 on NET, "Eye To Eye;" 9 on
NET, "Upstairs, Downstairs."
Don't forget Tom Snyder after NBC's
"Tonight" Monday through Thursday shows
at 1 a.m. with "Tomorrow."
MUSIC
Three Music Hall Auditorium this week
are: Solo-tape Concert, Thursday 18 April at
8:30 p.m.; Marilyn Benston-Melinda Rolen
(voice) Sunday 21 April at 7:30 p.m.; Steve
Christensen (trumpet), Monday 22 April at
7:30 p.m.
Three concerts coming to the Portland
Civic Auditorium are: Maria Callas &
Giuseppe di Stefano, Saturday 27 April at 8
p.m.; The Pointer Sisters, Friday 3 May at
8:30 p.m.; Gordon Lightfoot, Tuesday 14
May at 7 & 10 p.m.

Women in Argentina have to get a note
signed by three doctors before receiving
birth control pills.
If you take off all your clothes, you can
swim faster.
You cannot be arrested just for using
"obscene language" in the face of a police
man.
Blood is six times thicker than water.
Women's teeth have more curves than do
men's teeth.
In the middle ages, people in convents
weren't allowed to eat beans because they
were thought to be aphrodisiacs.
You sleep best alone, but who wants to
sleep when they're not?
Reality is a figment of your imagination.

16 mm Feature

• Magazines

• Novelties
Adults Only
175 N. Commercial
April 18, 1974

at

In the old "I Love Lucy" show, Lucy got
pregnant, despite the fact that she and Ricky
had twin beds.

ACTION THEATRE
• Books

"*
n more had I not

Until eternity,
Post script: Mr TomnlHr.* . GeGammaBlex
patient, and he has such a short i-r/01111^ and imhappy Do
be harsh^,n bim Jemmy *

»

^

^

Glorious Ge Gamma Blex,

16 April 1974 AD, ET

I haven't told this to many others, but my in
nermost feelings affect the weather. The reason
this isn't widely known is that I would be greatly
disappointed if very many folks talked of their
disbelief in my "weather connection." Needless to
say, it does exist. It is very much real. It is as real
as you and I. Since this last weekend began,Ihave
been feeling very good, as you might have
guessed.
The weirdness you mentioned is often
exaggerated, and it is often in the eyes of
unknowing mortals who wouldn't recognize bona
fide weirdness if it crept up and bit them on the
nape of the neck. One of the first placesIvisited on
Earth was eastern Europe, the place of the origin
of many legends and myths. At times Iwonder if
my experiences there caused ideas and beliefs to
rub off or rub into me; especially when the moon is
full and I become more nocturnally active. I am
more aware of my teeth, and...perhaps I have
related more than enough.
I find your mention of many mates quite in
teresting. During the timeI have been on Earth so
far, I have had no strong bonds to companions of
any sort; with the possible exception to a seven
foot purple rabbit I did hold in high regard. This
was in the northern part of Rumania during the
second year I was on this planet.
Once again we speak of age; and its relation to
time travel. AlthoughIhave only traveled forward
in time and relatively slow (the same pace as the
Earthlings I share this living space with), I
recently visited a palmist who told me that Ihad
an extremely long life line and should expect to
travel before too long. I do hope she knows what
she speaks of-could any of your experiences help
me here?
A red light has just lit on my typewriter! I shall
cease for the time being.
Peace for now and then,
Jeremy Week

thG birthdate of Lenin

Elsinore

vA/T.UeSdacyu 23 April
Devl'fn™ Shakespeare

.hS4°s"
told you.
I must go now. More later.

ri

364-0792

Kid musical at TJH Saturday
Monmouth-Independence
dependence.
Reservations
may
~
* — WlIvllO
l
i
Community Arts Association will 1
De made by calling 838-3579 or
be presenting an
children's
musical,
"Hev
George!" April 20 at Talmadge
Jr.
High
Auditorium
in
Independence. The show will be
presented twice, 2 p.m. and 8
p.m. The Association has
received a $400 grant from the
Oregon Arts Commission and the
National Endowment for the
Humanities and a $500 grant from
the Monmouth City Council.
The musical is performed
entirely by children in grades
from one through nine and who
come from the MonmouthIndependence area, Dallas and
Corvallis.
The children have been
rehearsing, under the direction of
Robert Page, since January. The
play was written by Elizabeth
Peach Olsen, Salem and music by
Sally McBride, Corvallis.
The play has all the ingredients
of excitement and adventure, a
king, a princess, heroes, villians
and a dragon. Pat Page and Mori
Kay Johnson play King Zud and
his prime minister, Ishmish;
Rolph and Susu, played by Karl
Weiss and Eve Hanson are one
pair of romantic leads, Fairling
and Luleen played by Dwaine
Casmey and Stacy Lyon are
another. Prince Swinehart and
Malevenom are "villianously"
portrayed by Kurt Weiss and
Amy Hanson. It takes five to be
the dragon, performed by Carole
Strabd, Collin Mulligan, Mike
Page, Wendy Davis and Kristin
Weiss.
Others in the cast include
Rebbeca Darby (Town Crier)
and Ann Evett (Lady Marigold),
Rick and Shanna Dawson, Sue
Gallagher, Susan Hanson, Ann
Huxford, Gretchen and Johanna
Koch, Cynthia Lyon, Bill and Dan
McDonald, Dell Park, Rhonda
Smith, Bruce Strand, Holly White
and Cheryl and Diane Wogaman.
Tickets are available at R n L
Super Drug in Monmouth and
Oppliger's Western Auto in In-

888 2461,

Adults

students (12-

18) 50c and 25c for children. Due
to limited seating it is advised
that tickets be purchased early.

Have pot will travel
•

(Due to the length of this week's recipe, it is alone,Iam short I
u?uSa^a(k anc* desser*s' but go ahead and send main dishes, too. •
What are some good spring foods? Let me and everybody else •
kiiow by writing them down and leaving them in the College •
Center Office or SPO 560. Dan Tompkins, Entertainment •
Editor.)
Enchiladas by Nony Mouse
(makes 2 dozen, recipe can be halved if needed)

•

Ingredients:
*
1 can retried beans
•
1 pound hamburger
Several packages "Robertsons" tortillas
i
1 can tomato sauce
:
1 can tomatores
I
1 can "OldEl Paso Brand Tomatoes & Jalapino Peppers"
1 can "OldEl Paso Brand Red Chili Peppers"
1 medium onion
2 pounds "Velveeta" cheese
Salad Oil
j
Cheddar Cheese
•
Step 1: Chili Con Queso (Cheese Dip)
I
In a little bit of salad oil (just enough to cover the bottom of a •
pan), cook chopped onions, salt and pepper, until onions are soft. •
Add tomatoes (chopped) and some juice. Add chopped red or j
green chilis—stir around. Add Velveeta cheese in chunks, •
stirring all the time until smooth. (Makes quite a bit, so use a I
fair-sized sauce pan.)
•
Step 2: Hot Sauce
•
In a sauce pan, heat 1 can tomato sauce and 1 can tomatoes '•
and Jalapeno Peppers—plus lo que tu quires—here's where you'll •
have to improvise. Just start with the tomato sauce and add •
whatever you like for the hot sauce.
Step 3: Filling
j
In a large frying pan, brown the hamburger, add the can of i
refried beans and some Chili Con Queso to taste.
:
Step 4: Assembly
I
Prepare tortillas by dipping in hot salad oil (just for a few j
seconds or they'll get too crisp - in which case you can use as •
chips for your dip). Drain off grease, fill with hamburger ;
mixture and roll. Pour a small amount of Hot Sauce in the •
bottom of baking pans (enough to cover the bottom thinly) and I
place the rolled tortillas, flap side, down, in the baking pans. I
Cover with Hot Sauce and sprinkle with grated cheddar cheese. *
Place in oven at 375 degrees for 15 minutes.
•
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We're in Anne's heaven:
and it sure felt that way
by DAN TOMPKINS
and CECILIA STILES
"I was in Chicago yester
day...and this (Monmouth)
seems like heaven." This was
Anne Murray's reaction to the
near 2000 crowd in the NPE
building Tuesday night. Their
reaction to her was expressed
with three standing ovations.
The total darkness of the New
Gym was shattered at 8:08 as
Richard, Anne's backup band, hit
the stage and set the mood for
Anne s part of the program,
which followed about-45 minutes
later.
The six members of the group
(says leader Skip: "In a little
while when you get to know us,
you can call us Dick") played
several guitars, horns, keyboards
and drums. Their style encom
passed rock, jazz, CW and blues.
The occasional humor brought
forth by Richard put the audience
at ease and yet maintained the
electricity until Anne appeared
and took them even higher.
Breaking the repose of a ten
minute intermission, Anne lithely
leaped on stage into the spotlight
opening her set with an
appropriate number, "What
About Me?" With opening ten
sions cooled, ^nne moved into
Hoyt Axton's "Ease Your Pain."
o( med|»eninCa 'r Ph„f T *JUrray rc"ec,cd ,he m°°d
Her conversations
which
ne evening. (Photo by Tim Johnson)
followed brought her closer to the
people as she related her love of
Today I Started Loving You
The wait was longer for
small communities. Sensing that
Again," is now riding the country
dedicated reporters and radio
there were future educators
charts, which is evidence to the
disc jockeys who found another
present, Anne said "teaching
fact that country music has
side of the performer in more
Physical Education was the best
become more diversified.)
casual surroundings. Of the
year of my life."
audience she said when you get
Encore Number Two...(after
Stories behind songs can often
back more than you're giving
two standing ovations and this
help audiences empathize with
you give more and more.
quote to the audience from Anne:
what they hear. Kenny Loggins'
I think I'd like to take you all on
The radio jocks got her talking
Danny's Song" was written as a
the road with me") her finale was about country music (which has
baby was presented to his sister
an
consistently brought Anne's
emotion-packed
Randy
and brother-in-law.
Newman song, 'I'll Be Home "
music into their charts) and Anne
Anne kicked off a fine tune
pus was an extension of her own
admitted that no one was more
medley with fellow Canadian
feelings, as she is only home
surprised than she was when
Gordon Lightfoot's "Cotton
twice a year.
Snowbird hit number one on
Jenny '. She followed with
the country survey. She said she
' Strange In My Place," "Talk It
After another standing ovation
Over in the Morning," and "Just
is Trying to climb out of the
and a 40-minute wait by
Biding My Time," building up
country bag...I just want to be
dedicated fans, Anne emerged
able to do anything I want to do "
momentum to finish the medlev
with pen in hand, mass producing
With "Put Your Hand in the
Monmouth's sellout crowd
feelings of good wishes to
Hand."
would probably sympathize with
everyone who waited for an
Slowmg d°wn the pace, with
her and wish her luck in future
autograph.
endeavors.
Killing Me Softly," Anne moved
on to the only song she had done
tor a movie sound track. Henry
STEVE'S FIVE & DIME TERM PAPERS
Mancini had asked her to record1123 Broadway Suite 203
bend 3 Little Love My Way "
N.Y., N.Y. 10010
the theme vocal for Oklahoma
(212)675-4849
Lrude, a movie he scored.
Term papers & thesis from 90c page
Picking up a tambourine, she
8
Mon-Sat. —10:30-4:00
jumped back at least a dozen
GampusJobs Available
years into "I Know," a real footstomper. Anne moved into a
U/ANTECT
—
"emi-hit, written by a friend
Robbie's Song for Jesus."
Sales personnel t o s e l l t h e h o t t e s t i t e m e v e r t o h i t t h e
After saying she didn't really
With the charts> Anne
aid down "Love Song," an easy
hstenmg tune by Loggins and
Messina, which was her latest

A real rocker followed from her
first album "Snowbird," "Break
My Mind." This eventually, after
Another Pot 'O Tea," led to
the title cut that started it all off
four years ago, and was supposed
r?it t night'S Performance.
BUT Encore Number One
teatured her two week old single
a Lennon-McCartney tune, "You
Won t See Me," which she
predicts will have little CW
potential. (This hit's B side,

rt

;

|KEEP

0N

STm?AK,NG"

Stickers advertised

thousand* fTT"/ 5 ^ news P a P er - Thousands and
50<t
Yn
•'furnished upon request. Retails for
50*
Your cost 30* each in lots of twelve or more
Send check or money order to;
International Advertising Agency
3723 Catherine Street

Dear Friends: Spring has arrived! But maybe I
shouldn't say anything, it might go away. Besides sol
smiling down on us, Tuesday we had the honor of a visit
from Anne Murray (story at left). Her admitted love for
small towns moved her up a few more notches in the
eyes of Monmouth fans. More of Jeremy's mail appears
on page seven. Next issue, he'll look into Willamette's
art exhibit, "American Outhouses on Parade." He
asked me not to make any cracks about him being a
stinker. . .oops! Sorry, J., it just slipped out. "Hey
George" (page 7) is at Talmadge Saturday. See some
hard-working kids in a musical production. Val's fable
(below) reminds us that summer isn't too far away. Ahha! The current number one album is looked at by Mr.
Fishwick on page 9, where there's also a "Tartuffe"
rehearsal pic and a banana. Tomorrow night you can
watch the Poseidon go under and next week, read about
Richard Lester's latest box office hit. As my typewriter
slowly sinks into the sunset (at times my t.w. thinks it's
an Oldenberg monument) I suggest you have a nice day.
Dan Tompkins

Dream platoon
by VALLI CAMP
Hr™c
summer in the fields picking
Str^wbpr'rip* r rtf H° e a r n e n o u g h m o n e y t° fulfill his
strawberries The dreams were small and usually grew
in numerous little clusters. The days were lona and it
he C hpT+ h °H e f r 3 5 h e w o r k e d - M a r k sometimes wished
he had tried for one of the better farm jobs, such as
laying pipe for better irrigation of the dreams or
muTion n * 9 H me M, P ° leS f 0 r t h e l a + e season crop of
he d id not rt c °uld have obtained work in a cannery, but
s o r t i n g dreams or putting them
^n r a n * to h +
in cans to be stored on a shelf somewhere
The dream pickers received tickets at the end of each
day, punched with a number indicating how many boxes
of dreams they had finished that day. At the end of the
^ all °™ s P e n t h i s

«atSh°.n,,heyJraded ,he ,icke,s '°r
Each morning
on the long dream-bus ride out to the dream field, Mark
over fh^n
h c o n s t i + u e n t dream pickers bragged
over the numbers on their tickets which thev had
carefully pinned to their sweatshirts
85 aSk6d by the dream P|atoon
leader
er, Maud^rahhp
/v\aud Crabbey, to!go over his row a second
timr>

pSSHrili™E«I
as

put this in
your purse
before
they
get in
your hair!
gives you th^proiectio^^ouV^ beenTooking'fo 9 h ° rn
wires required ComnlptoV t m 8nd VOU re read V- No
S'mP'e
instructions showing how^he Alarmcan65)
THE^GET

Shreveport, Louisiana 71109

°r

VIG?LANT^3EFORE
A'ar^,'sL m'S C°UP0N T0DAV'

»t,nsfiVdS,*nd nhat "• 1

™;9'XAlarm-

Family Jewels Ltd

re,und
ADDRESSCITY

- STATE.

-ZIP_
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\ banana was one of many art nhi<wc « *
JlfcampT'8 eXhib" "°W

31 thC BUSH

inSalem/Xoto by
Rehearsals are well under wav to, Z
KCeTHe?JanM,aotheWS'JimGi'^orf EdCla«g ™ai"Stage play, "Tartuffe." Dramatizing
ncy paolo, Lauri Roberts, Mark Wood ar
Ken Hermens. (Photo by Tim Johnson)

WEEK'S TOP TEN ALBUMS

Band On The Run
Paul
+
Greatest Hits ..
McCartney & Wings
1n
ver
Tubular Bells .
AA? i?!?
Court And Spark
MikeOldfield
Love Is The Message
oni Mitchell
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road
h
John
The Way We Were .
RSrhm
BAND ON THE RUN
The Sting ....
Barbra Streisand
Paul McCartney & Wings
significant
What Were Once Vices
Soundtrack
Apple
viousTv ?h
market. Oby, they don't have the
by GREG FISHWICK
Are Now Habits
The Doobie Brothers
Well, Jeremy tells us that this generai saleability of this one.
10 b
Deep Purple 1 album is now number one in the
6 en tracks tracks on

McCartney's at his best

The simple fact that Wings is
McCartney's band (his wife
Linda and Denny Laine complete
the group) insures that the music
will get maximum exposure.
the
album
c
e album. Seven of them are This, in turn, usually helps boost
nation. It's hard to say exactly
commonly hoard on St%S sales. Most other artists (e.g.,
KH3
John Lennon) are not quite so
. _
'nBBUuuo
fortunate.
And then of course there's the
old
McCartney
mystique.
Remember the big scare a few
years ago when we were led to
believe that he was dead? I
wonder
whatever
really
happened to the winner of that
look-alike contest? While Lennon
has to make like Woody Hayes in
order to get attention, McCartney
doesn't even have to stay alive.
2230 FAIRGROUNDS ROAD, NE
364-3289
OPEN 10 AM • 6 PM /
FRIDAY TIL 9 PM
This would tend to render the
persecution theme of the album a
n ii i u u u
little out of place. No one is
making McCartney run.
But most of us are making his
music a lot more mysterious than
it really is. We seem to thrive on
building hidden meanings into all
of his songs. Personally I don't
follow those who scrutinize each
lyric for heavy inferences. I think
it's time we begin to accept
Your amplifier is probably too
McCartney's music for what it is.
SPECIFICATIONS
And what it is is very good stuff.
weak to break the chains that
This is by far McCartney's
bind your speakers. An under
P O W E R — Greater than 200 watts/
most mature effort. There is not
powered amplifier will lock your
channel RMS both channels
one weak cut on the entire album.
stereo system into clipping
driven into 8 ohms. Power at
And although there is little
during low frequency passages
clipping typically 250 watts/channel
innovation, there is also little
or on musical peaks, forcing you
alienation. All the tunes are the
into 8 ohms and 400 watts/channel
down to a less than realistic
RMS into 4 ohms.
type you may find yourself
Phase Linear 400
listening level.
singing in your mind all of a
400 watts RMS direct coupled solid
The key to the
HARMONIC OR I.M. DISTORTION
sudden, and for no apparent
state stereo power amplifier.
reason. But the reason is that
solution is a
— Less than .25%; typically less
than .05%.
they're alt very entertaining.
high-powered
I think we ought to quit ex
amplifier,
PROTECTION—Patented
pecting
earth-shattering,
specifically, the Phase Linear
covertly meaningful lyrics from
protection circuit monitors output
400. Listen to Julian Hirsch of
McCartney. He knows where he's
voltage and current, shuts down
Stereo Review: "Anyone using a
coming from, and if you don't like
amplifier instantly if safe operating
low efficiency speaker system
it, you don't have to buy it.
levels
are
exceeded.
with an amplifier in the 30 to 50
(Although you may have to listen
watt class cannot approach a
to it). In fact, with seventy
HUM AND NOISE—Better than
realistic listening level without
percent of the album getting
100 db below 200 watts.
Advanced design heat sink provides
severe clipping."
consistent play, one may con
protective cooling.
clude that if it were offensive, it
The Phase Linear 400 will
STABILITY—Absolutely stable with
. TYPICAL
unlock music you never dreamed
II wouldn't be selling more copies
all speaker loads including
HARMONIC OR |
IM DISTORTION, %
than any other album in the
existed in your favorite records.
electrostatic units.
4nation.
YPICAL 50 WATT
How long has it been since you've
, AMPLIFIER
PHASE LINEAR 400 /
My advice is to forget about the
WARRANTY—Three
years,
parts
had a dream fulfilled? Listen to
past, relax and enjoy Wings' very
and labor for normal use.
the Phase Linear 400 at
pleasant music.
your dealer's soon.
PRICE—$499.00
Cabinet:
$37.00
«
100
ti>
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OCE wins 105-58

Trackmen trounce SOC
by Jim Healy
Hammer thrower Lee Eikanas
got his best ever performance to
win the hammer throw with an
encouraging 155 feet to start
things off for the OCE track and
field team as they rolled to a 10558 victory over Southern Oregon
College last Saturday in Ashland.
The Pack won 13 of 19 events,
sweeping the hammer throw,
mile and discus, as they outscored the Red Raiders on their
home field and went over 100
points for the first time this
season. OCE sprinter Zeimorr
Harris and SOC distance ace
Larry Miller were double
winners for the day, with Harris
taking the 100 and 220 and Miller
claiming the two mile and
steeplechase.

usual events and put into other
events. He added, however, that
he was still not happy with the
depth the Pack has been showing,
saying that there were not
enough seconds and thirds.

And the beat goes on. Looking With a time of 12.0 and the 220 in
more and more like the team to 26.8. Chasing Herbert to the wire
beat in the state of Oregon, the in both races was Benita Lloyd
OCE women's track team who was second in the 220 with a
remained unbeaten for the 1974
I'// of 27.4 and third in the 100 in
season with a one-sided victory in
a four-way meet last Saturday in
Other OCE wins came in the
Corvallis. OCE scored 109 points shot put, won by Kathy Bryant
compared to 63 for Oregon State
with a mark of 40'. Annie Wells
49 for Lane CC and 21 for completed the 1-2 OCE sweep
Southern Oregon.
with a put of 39'9". Kathy
OCE women won eight of the 14 Beanton won the discus with a
individual events and captured throw of 112'8", and Beth Boeh
all three relay races. Two of the mer won the 3000 meters with a
relay wins produced OCE time of 11:24.8.
records. The 880 medley relay
Other good efforts for OCE
team of Marilyn Bengsten, Sandy included a 2-3 finish in the high
Herbert, Benita Lloyd and Karen jump by Sharon Devol and
Lloyd set a new best with a time
4>m"'en T/" 35 Mh cleared
of 1:53.5, three full seconds ahead 4 10 . Devol finished third in the
a leap of 14'101/ "
of runnerup Oregon State.
A°nf JUmP
2
The other record came in the And Marsh Melvin was third in
mile relay when the team of the discus with a toss of 120'10
.
Marilyn Bengsten, Sue Riggs,
Beth Boehmer and Karen Lloyd
ran 4:25.0 in winning the race
rom Lane CC by over seven
seconds.

Besides her leg in the sprint
relay, Zumwalt also placed first
in three other events. She won the
long jump with a leap of 15'11"
the 200 meter hurdles with a time
of 32.1, and the 400 meter hurdles,
a race she won by over 17 seconds
with a time of 1:09.6, a new OCE
record.
Herbert won both the sprint
races to go along with her part in
the 400 relay. She won the 100
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In other areas, from the official
statistics of NAIA track and field
dated April 3, several of the OCE
athletes would make the upper
part of the list and some of them
have met
the qualifying
standards
for
national
competition. In the 100 Zeimorr
Harris stands tied with several
others in third with a clocking of
9.6. At the shot put Lloyd Graves
would be in seventh with a put of
52-5V4, while in the discus he
would be one step up in sixth with
a throw of 158-5.

Southern Oregon's Dale Grant
overpowered everyone in the
javelin as he tossed the spear 2323, his lifetime best and one of the
best throws in the Northwest this
year. OCE's Kevin Derowetsch
also recorded a lifetime best in
the javelin as he came up with a
throw of 183-7V2, good enough for
third place.

Women romp in 4-way

S?SKn,he,00relaywith«

The 440 relay team of Woods,
Duane Cantrell, Ron Comstock
and Harris zipped to a meet
record and seasonal best of 42.9 in
winning that event, while Woods
and Harris teamed up again in
the mile relay along with Mark
Schrapel and Steve Kraal to take
that event in 3:21.1.

Team captain Roger Woods
stepped up to the open quartermile as he grabbed first place
there with a clocking of 50.0.
Woods took an early lead and
held on to win over Dennis
Buckner of SOC by four-tenths of
a second. Mark Schrepel took
third with his seasonal best of 52.5

In the hammer throw, Eikanas,
a junior majoring in PE and
Health, improved by almost 13
feet as he led an OCE 1-2-3 finish
Jumper Charlie Goodman
in the first event of the day. The
6'1" 235 pound novice has been nabbed a second place for the
steadily improving in his first Pack as he leaped 6-4 in the high
season ever, and his throw jump-a lifetime best for him.
Saturday ranks him in the Goodman tied with the winner
number five spot in the nation from SOC in height, but lost on
the basis of having more misses.
according to the official NAIA
track statistics of April 3. Greg
Schukart's earlier toss in the
year of 156-1 would find him in the
Twenty-seven year old fresh
number three position according man Rick Grise also got a new
to the same statistics. Schukart
best in the discus as he tossed the
finished second right behind
platter 152-1V4, an effort that
Eikanas Saturday at 154-9V4
earned him first place and led an
OCE sweep. Greg Schukart and
"I can't say what I will peak Lloyd Graves took second and
out at," Eikanas said in speaking third behind the former sawmill
of a seasonal projection. "But I'd worker.
say that I could stretch my throw
out to 165 feet." He added that the
warm weather helped the
Miler Dale Barker led another
competition last weekend.
OCE sweep as he cruised to a
Coach Don Spinas said he mile win with a time of 4:31 5
was "pleased" with OCE's Barker ran it the hard way as he
overall performance in the meet
started off with a slow lap of 70
explaining that Saturday a lot of
seconds and outkicked the field
people were taken out of their
with a 62 second last lap.

The other relay win came when
Jeanme Zumwalt, Karen Lloyd,
Sandy Herbert and Benita Lloyd

Freshman Dave Castle-leading
in the comical "Rookie of the
Year" contest-and Chris Fatland
followed in second and third for
the Wolves.
•

For the javelin Greg Schukart
would be in sixth on this early
listing with a throw of 211-8, while
he would double back in the
hammer throw with a toss of 1561. Lee Eikanas would stand two
places back in the fifth spot in the
hammer with 155-0, while Ray
Nix would be in seventh with a
146-113/4 throw.

OCE divides
tennis pair
One win and one loss was the
tally for the OCE women's tennis
team in the past week as OCE fell
to Southern Oregon 4-3 last
Friday before edging Portland
State 4-3 Tuesday.
Southern Oregon took three of
the four singles matches against
OCE with Linda Anderson
picking up the lone OCE win. But
it was a doubles match which
really made the difference when
the team of Debbie Bronkey and
Terry Wilson lost to SOC's Joyce
Grant and Cindy Smock 6-3,4-6, 76.

Ume ofr3° xT i°HCEHre('ay llam Whkh a,read* has P«"ted a fS
(Hi k m v u1; best ,n the Evergreen Conference this 3year,
(photo by Mark Wojahn)

Steeplechaser Ron Strand, by
virtue of his 9:13.5 time, would be
m the runner-up spot for the 3,000
meter event, while distance
runner Chris Fatland would be in
13th place in the three mile with
his 14:31 time.
This Thursday OCE and the
Monmouth Track Club will
conduct a "Twilight Meet" at
OCE at 6:00 p.m. The weight
events plus the pole vault, mile,
220, 440 relay and a 5 x 330 mile
relay will be held.

R ? 9 e r W o o d s ( O C E ) 50.0, Dennis
B u c k n e r ( S O C ) 5 0 . 4 , M a r k S c h r e p e l (OCE)

Long Jump
R a n d y K r u s e ( O C E ) 20T,
R o n C o m s t o c k ( O C E ) 2 0 ' l i 4 " , E d Putman
(SOC) 19'llla"
880
J a y H o l l a n d ( S O C ) 1:58.51, Steve
K r a a l ( O C E ) 1 : 5 8 . 6 , D a l e B a r k e r (OCE!

2:00.0
Intermediate Hurdles
D a n Williamson
( S O C ) 5 8 . 4 1 , B o b S c h n i e d e r ( O C E ) 58.9, Rick
Tosh (SOC) 1:02.1
P o l e V a u l t R o d L u c i c h ( O C E ) 13'1", Bill
S m o k e ( S O C ) 10', R o b A l l e n ( O C E ) 10'
2 2 0 Z e i m o r r H a r r i s ( O C E ) 22.5, Preston
Harris, Randy Kruse (OCE).
High Jump
B r y a n C a s p e r ( S O C ) 64",
Charles Goodman (OCE) 6'4", Zeimorr
Harris (OCE) 6'0"
Javehn

At Ashland

Hammer - L e e E i k a n a s ( O C E ) 155-0 O r e o
S c h u k a r t ( O C E ) 154-914, R a y N i x ( O C E ) 1 4 6
440 Relay O r e g o n C o l l e g e o f E d u c a t i o n
°oS' Cantrel1' Comstock, Harris)
n n ° r e g o n 4 3 81 (Williamson, Pot
man, Buckner, Harris)
south

Mile
Dale Barker (CE) 4;31 5 nave
Castle (OCE) 4:33.5, Chris Fatland (OCE)

Mile

Dale Barker (OCE) 4:31.5

p V20"H (S0C) 15 6' Rick
R o b A l l e n ( O C E ) 17.5.

D a l e G r a n t s ( S O C ) 232 3, Greg

(OCEM83(7°2'E)

Tosh

Dave

( S O C ) 17 5

Pacl,te

»«<

196'6' KeV'n DerowetsCh

JumP
B u r l W h e a t o n (OCE)
4 3 4 4 , D a n W i l l i a m s o n ( S O C ) 42'3", Ed
Putman (SOC) 9:57.3
D i s c u s - R i c k G r i s e ( O C E ) 152'1>4", Greg

fgceTV4T 1"CE}

l46'7"'

L,oyd

Graves

M i l e R e l a y O r e g o n C o l l e g e o f Education
( S c h r a p e l , W o o d s , K r a a l , H a r r i s , 3:21.1''
Southern Oregon
2 Mile
L a r r y M i H e r ( S O C ) 9:23.5, Ro n
9 - 5 7 3 d ( ° C E ) 9 : 3 4 - 9 ' C h r i s F a t l a n d (OCE)
S t e e p l e c h a s e L a r r y M i l l e r ( S O C ) 9:29.0,
Doug Watson (OCE) 10:40.4, Roman Bednar
(SOC) 11:02.2
Final Score

OCE's other two double teams
won. Marilyn Layton and Lisa
Michieli fton 6-2, 6-2, and the
team of Nancy Anderson and
Linda Klausner won 6-1, 6-0.
It was the singles players who
pulled out the PSU match as OCE
won three of the four single
matches. Judy Boyd won 6-2 6-1
Ginger Mishler won 4-6 6-4 6-2,
and Linda Anderson won 6-1 6-2.
The only doubles win for OCE
came when Bronkey and Wilson
tJ? to w*n
match 6-1 6-1
The OCE women go to Mt. Hood
CC for a match this afternoon and
Tuesday*"
luesaay.

ba?„C„^'07nJ SP"nt„er S-C-C Kraal is Sh0wn here ab°ut
h«nd the
baton to Zeimorr Harris in a recent mile relay race. Kraal is a key

O C E 105, S O C 58.

J&SLACK SHACK*
j / | Fashions for the young...
young at heart.

SWEATERS

yjfS. WEE StifQp
We Baby Your Bug"

'Our Work £ Prices
Are Second to None"
KhTuT *«v,CTAUL

5
cn^^ves/' ^

*

SUEDE JACKETS
all colors

iPORTCOATS & SLACK!
838-9979
300 N. Main. indp.

[379 High St. N.E.
[10:00 ow.5»30 pm D o i l y
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The Column
by TED GRIMSRUD
h„as had ,he

consistent

men'S track and fieldCoach Don Soinls hf/h *f +
the Wolves waTkoffwithth. i pr ?9 ra ™ w h i c h has seen
t h e l a s t f o u r District 2 meets
and the llast
thr J c
a s t t h r e e Evergreen Conference titles.

wSvl^k 6 p e o p l e h a v e Predicted a bit of a fall for the
felt that f J 1 ^ y e a r - A Vu h e ^ b e g i n n i n 9 o f t h e s e a s o n m any
none w i t
t
Conference crown were slim to
h|'e chances for the district crown were
Wnu
+
somewhat better, no one expected the
the past C O m p l e t e l y d °minate the meet as they have in

"9 returns to action with split
The OCE baseballers dropped a
0 non-league contest to the
University of Portland Tuesday
afternoon. But the scorebook only
told half the story.
«\Ve had it stolen from us,"
was the way Wolfpack coach Joe
Caligure phrased it. Agressive
stick work and an alert defense
had carried OCE to a two-run
lead into the final frame. But kept
alive by a questionable base call,
the host Pilots tied it up in the
ninth and scored the winning run
in the eleventh inning when OCE
relief pitcher
Mark Carnithan
committed a balk.
The disputed decision came
about after
the UP batsman
missed a sacrifice bunt attempt.
Catcher Don Tomlin pegged the
hall to second base and~
apparently-picked off the lead
runner. The resulting palms
down call kept the Pilots in the
game as Carnithan struck out the
next two batters before a bloop
single into right field scored the
tying runs.
Carnithan's balk with the bases
loaded and one out sealed the win
for the home team in the 11th.
That aforementioned OCE
defense killed several UP rallies
in the early going by gunning
down
over-eager
Pilot
baserunners.
Second sacker Dennis Miller
continued his hot hitting with a 25 effort at the plate. Against
Southern Oregon last weekend,
Miller enjoyed a 6-13 series
including a grand slam home run
and seven RBI's.
Left fielder Ray Johnson
contributed a pair of hits against
UP.
"We're starting to hit with men
on base," Caligure related. "And,
considering the weather, our
overall progress is good."
The 'Pack made their belated
Evergreen Conference debut
against SOC, winning two of three
games.
OCE put together their biggest
rally of the year in the series
opener on Friday, erasing a 4-1
Red Raider lead with a ten-run
seventh inning. Miller's four
bagger with the bases loaded and
a two-run single by Don Brooks
were the major blows in the rally.
Lefty Doug Carl got credit for the
13-8 win.
SOC hurler John Nix tied the
series on Saturday with a
sensational 18 strikeout per
formance en route to a 3-1 win.
But Caligure's squad eked out a 54 win in the finale.

EUROPE
From $279

Reservations must
be made 65 days
in advance of departure
Contact
Tom Driscoll
3003 Grant Ave., Corvallis
Phone 752-0027
A P r 'l
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Power-laden Oregon Institute
oi
Technology
comes
to
Monmouth this weekend for a
three-game series.
We need all three of these
games (against OIT) to stay in
the race," Caligure warned.
Central
Washington
State

remains undefeated in EvCo
Tutl0n™f-.r three rounds of play.
The OCE-CWSC series was
rained out two weeks ago and will
not be made up.
Tomorrow's single game will
begin at 3:00 p.m. with the
doubleheader on Saturday to
commence at 10:00 a.m.

Graves 2nd in NCAA
weightlifting meet
Massive Lloyd Graves cap
tured second place in the NCAA
Weightlifting Championship in
Long Beach, California on April
7, and set a new NCAA record in
the squat in the process. The
super-heavyweight from In
dependence lifted a total of 1695
lbs. in the power lifting cham
pionship, recording lifts of 385 in
the bench press, 610 in the dead
lift and a record 700 in the squat.
Wayne Bouvier from USC took
the individual super-heavyweight
crown with a lift of 1805, while
Gus Reuthwetch of the Univer
sity of Hawaii took the third spot
behind Graves at a total lift of
1550. Villanova won the team title
in the championship involving
over 50 colleges and universities
throughout the nation.
Graves said that although the
AAU nationals are going to be
held in July he didn't think he was
going to compete, saying he was
going to rest for awhile and drop
his weight. For the power lifting
championship he was up to 321
lbs., and is under 300 now.
Power lifting differs slightly
from the Olympic style of lifting,
and Graves said that although it
is not as fast as the Olympic
lifting, more weights are lifted.
Graves said that much of his
success was due to the fact that
he has been working out with and
under the supervision of Doyle
Kennedy. Kennedy runs the
Salem Health Club, and was the
Northwest
Super-Heavyweight
Champion.

4'If
it wasn't for Doyle I
wouldn't have even come close,"
related Graves. "He gave me the
incentive and desire to lift, and he
knows a lot about it, probably
being in the top five in the world
in power lifting today."

OCE netters
whip Pacific
The OCE men's tennis team
won its fourth tennis match of the
season Monday night when the
Wolves routed Pacific University
9-0. The Wolves have only a loss
to Portland to mar their record.
The Wolves won all but one set
in the six singles matches, and
swept all three doubles matches
in straight sets. Alex Lucht, Mark
Trolan, MikeMetz, Stan Tamura,
and Dave Place were all winners
in straight sets in singles action,
while it took Maury Douglass
three sets to dispose of his
opponent. Neither Trolan or
Douglass have yet to lose in
singles play this year.
The next action for the Wolves
will come tomorrow when they
travel to Ashland to meet
Southern Oregon. OCE will travel
to Linfield Monday and next
weekend Central Washington,
Western
Washington,
and
Southern Oregon will visit
Monmouth.

Want ads
For Sale: 1963 Chevrolet Belaire station
wagon. White, 283 engine, new snow
tires, power steering, radio, heater,
power glide transmission. Good shape
clean. $250, or best offer. Phone 838
2523 after 1:00 p.m.
Wanted: Two female roommates to
share my apartment for the summer
and the '74-'75 school year. Call Sara at
838 4240.
Wanted: $10 reward for return of 2
Sawyer canoe paddles missing since
April 7. No questions asked. 838 4326.
For Sale: Sony Portable T.V. Guaran
teed 5 yrs., $100. Toaster, $5. S.P.O. 735
or call 753 2824, ask for Zuma.
Personal: Lorie G, how do you like
OCE? Call me up!

For Sale: Morse Stereo with Garrard
Auto Turntable. AM FM Multiplex
radio with AFC Hi Fi Stereo Amp. 8
Track
tape deck, guitar and
microphone jack, and tape recorder
jack. Complete with two large
(16"x24"xl2") speakers. Will sell for
best offer over $300. See at 232
Whitesel No. 2 after 7 p.m. and on
weekends.
Personal: Got no place to go? Drop in at
the People Place. Rap a little or just
relax. Open evenings. North of Swidel
Hall. Phone to rap or for information,
838 0042 . Have a nice day.
Personal Jimmie Lou--quien es quien?
Personal: Ricardo Cartas, cartas...

co.urse'
IS still too early to draw any definite
conclusions, but after the few meets which OCE has had
to pa™ 3 5 t h e ° V e r a " q U 9 l i t y ° f t h e t e a m i s p u i t e u p

. A n "?f r k s , i n + h e E v C o through meets of April 6, OCE
in the top three in fhe conferenrp n afS! °n6 m8n
ference of every event except three - the two hurdles
races and the pole vault.
•
nurdles
m^n°Tu h a + e x i d e n c e i f w o u l d a PPear that the Wolves
might not be quite ready to give up their title just yet.
o f ! f o c f< ! P m , a r k s f o r 0 C E t h i s y e a r include Ron
thf
A
steeplechase, the second fastest mark in
the NAIA thus far fhis season. Three OCE hammer
tti rowers rank in the top seven nationally. They include
Greg Schukart, third at 156'1", Lee Eikanas from tiny
Pilot Rock in eastern Oregon, fifth at 155', and Ray Nix
seventh at 146'11". Shukaft has the sixth best javelin
throw, a mark of 211'8".

Si. i

n ?®LT rr H a r r i s t»as run a 9.6 100, Chris Fatland a
9:18.3 two-mile, and the mile relay team has a mark of
3:18.9. Two other top throws are Lloyd Graves' 52'5^"
shot put and Rich Grise's mark of 158'5" in the discus.

+++
The Knicks are in trouble. And Milwaukee looks very
tough. Those are the developments in the NBA playoffs
as the semi-finals begin.
Boston holds a 2-0 lead over the Knicks in their series
as the Celtics have won both games by a fairly com
fortable margin. Chances are that New York will come
back to make it close, but it could be that the Knicks are
just one year too far along.
There s no doubt though, that the Celtics are tough. It
could be that this year's team is ready to win another
championship pennant for the Boston Garden.
But in the Celtics way stands Milwaukee. Of course,
the Bucks have to beat Chicago first, something which
will be no mean feat. But the Bulls have a tradition of not
doing too well in the playoffs, and there's no indication
that things will change that much this year.
I really feel that Milwaukee will beat Chicago. So the
Bucks will face either New York or Boston. While it
looks like Boston now, it really doesn't matter. Either
team will give the Bucks a very interesting series.
New York has historically given the Bucks fits
because of the Knicks fantastic ability to play team ball.
But from what I've seen, Big Green, that is Kareem
Abdhul-Jabbar, is playing with about as much en
thusiasm as he ever has. And if he's doing that, then it
doesn't really matter too much who Milwaukee plays.
Dave Cowens of Boston is great, but he just doesn't
have the physical ability to stay with a motivated
Jabbar. There is no one in pro-basketball who does.
I was interested to see that the ABA is going to hold a
draft of the NBA players in an open declaration of total
war. I guess what that means is that salaries are going
to go up even more, if that is possible.
Of course, what the draft actually does is put an end to
any idea of a free player market. Before, a player
jumping from the NBA to the ABA could supposedly sign
with any team which he wanted to. But now an NBA
player will be only able to negociate with one ABA team.
What some people think will happen is that the ABA
will sign NBA players to future contracts like the World
Football League is doing with NFL players. That would
mean that a player would sign a contract to play for
another team beginning in 1976 or some other future
year.
I guess all that competition is all right as long as one of
Portland's top players doesn't sign with the ABA.
Page ll

1973-74 Who's Who awarded to 35 OCE students
The Who's Who Award,
a average academic standing,
recognized institution of the community service, leadership,
American academic community, ability and future potential.
is conferred annually upon
Karen Lloyd, one of the 35
outstanding student leaders. This students to obtain the Who's Who
year OCE named 35 students who Award told lamron 2 how she felt
will be recognized in the 40th when named to Who's Who.
anniversary edition of Who's Who "Shocked! I couldn't believe it. I
Among Students in American thought, 'You're kidding!' "
Universities and Colleges.
What was your parents
Selections are made
by response? "They were pleased
nominating committees and are They got one too (a letter)
based on decidedly above congratulating them on their
daughter." What activities do
you think led to your being
named? "Rally, different courts,
freshman class secretary and
getting to know profs and deans."

College job
info given

Karen is an Elementary
Education major and a PE
minor. What does she plan to do
after graduation? "Teach. If I
can't get a teaching job, I'll go
into recreation, because I work
during the summer at a local
park in Portland. I want to teach
more than anything. That's my
main goal."
What's in the future for Karen?
"Well," she said, "After teaching
for 2 or 3 years, I want to go back
to school and get my Masters. I'd
like to be a principal and you
need a Masters for that.
Eventually, I'd like to go on and
get my doctorate and teach

students who are going to become
teachers. I always want to teach
though."
Another senior named to Who's
Who is Terry Wall. How did he
feel after being named? "Kind of
neat," he said, "Hope I deserved
it." He named, student govern
ment, concert director, social
board assistant and junior class
president as the activities that
led to his obtaining of this award.
Terry's plans for the future?
"Teach, maybe. Take it as it
comes." Then added: "I'll wait to
see what's around the corner and
wit 'til the corner comes."
Other seniors who received this

highly coveted OCE award areJoyce Zadow, Darla Wood, Susan
Whitaker, Steve Walters, Mark
Vanbuskirk, Douglas Trice, Tina
Tommaso, Marjorie Strid
Sharlene Schmidlkofer, Alan
Rothbucker, Margaret Reuter
Ann Murayama, Lynn Maus
Melisa McFie, Jennifer Knuths,
Heidi Joost, Ken Irvin, Mike
Hyder, Charles Hodges, Larry
Hayward, Kae Harn, Carol Hahn
Mark Ferris, Diana Dill, Janet
Davenport, Annie Crego, Gisela
Cory, Dan Christensen, Roger
Boelens, Rick Blanche, Janice
Baarstad, Steve Axtell and Wes
Aanderud.

Blitz-Weinhard Company, Portland, Oregon

The OCE Counseling Center,
located on the second floor of The
Cottage, is available to all
students as a place of career
planning information in addition
to its counseling services, ac
cording to the personnel staff.
Information ranging from
college catalogues to oc
cupational fact sheets for over
8,000 jobs are available. Some of
the books on hand are The
Graduate Programs and Ad
missions Manual, The Oc
cupational Outlook Handbook,
Health Careers Guidebook,
Financial Information National
Directory, and The College
Handbook. Each of the books
gives detailed and up-to-date
information.
Other material covering oc
cupations, job training, inter
national travel, Vista, the Peace
Corps, and more related infor
mation is also given.
Over 500 college catalogues for
colleges in the U.S., several
catalogues for foreign univer
sities, including such places as
Canada, Egypt, and many
European countries are also
available for student use from the
Counseling Center.
Bill Venema and Joel Newman
are the two professional coun
selors working at OCE. Both have
been part of the personnel staff
for several years, and are ex
perienced in the field of coun
seling.

Have a Blitz-Weinhard
apres streak party.

Summer tuition
can be delayed
Students attending summer
session at Oregon College of
Education may defer payment of
one - half of their tuition until four
weeks after the beginning of
clasees.
OCE Director of Business
Affairs John N. Sparks said the
plan is modeled after that for
deferred payment of tuition used
during the regular academic
1
summer session, one
. ft °,
tuition must be paid
at the beginning of classes

Would you like to par
ticipate in a worth
while

project,

valuable

gain

experience

and have FUN doing
it?
Then the lamron 2 is
for you. Drop in on a
staff meeting 6 p.m.
Tuesday or 5:30 p.m.

wear.

After a hard day's streaking, there is
absolutely nothing on Earth like slip
ping into your Blitz Apres Streak Wear
Granted it doesn't offer quite the
comfort of your Streaking Outfit, but
it does have certain advantages on a
cold night.

Yes, I'd love to streak into some Blitz
Apres Streak Wear. I'm streaking in
*2.50 for every garment ordered. Please
rush my order back postpaid.

And while you're at it, why not pour
yourself a Blitz-Weinhard Beer, hum a
few bars of the Blitz "You're the Rea
son song, ease back, and invite a few
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QUANTITY MEDIUM LARGE X-LARGE

Streak SJ.aBhtZ"Weinhard

APr«

State

Zip

I'm streaking in $
t
Apres Streak Wear. P.O. Box 3440,
ortland, Oregon 97208.

lamron 2

